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Being Creative makes you Think

If"Senior Moments" gets you to smile or nod, then it's good.
Creating is stimulating. Getting a new Idea turns us on. All
I have to do is direct my attention to creating, and I produce.
I always carry a pencil and paper with me wherever I go.
In a fleeting second I could look at an existing product, and
my mind turns to constructive change. Just for the fun and
novelty. I usually come up with something new. It does not
have to be practical. Let the innovative master minds develop
it further.
It pleases me, and it could please you very easily.

I know that there is some merit to my thousands of Original
Ideas. Those who are gifted with their hands and inventive
can carry the ideas forward.
Those who are handicapped, in a nursing home, confined to
their homes -- or have idle time - are now able to use their
minds in a different way. Just by thinking novelty. Look at
magazine and newspaper ads. Check your car over. Check
out a new room as you enter. One after another. Surely you
can think of a new slant, write it down, collect them. It will
occupy you mind and bring you comfort.
These ideas are all new to me, and there was never my intent
to use someone else's creations. So use them if you wish,
they are Free from me to you. But if you want to produce
any one or more of them, please go thru the proper procedure
to achieve them as your own.
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Triple-head shavers for men can be adjusted for stronger, quicker shaves.
Or, one blade rises and used for sensitive areas.
fool scale lurns red when you gain or lose 3-4-5 pounds.
Women's compression socks, all the way up to the knees, can be worn by men.
A bag closet for all ladies bags has a scale to weigh each bag before she goes out..,
Teenager girls have a chip under their skin, to locate them if kidnapped.
A bath towel with handles on each end to dry yourself all over.
Young women and ladies should be alert to danger at all times. Profiling.
Tight jeans should be able to stretch.
Double duty pen/pencil. Thin pen.
Button holes can go other way for seniors to avoid problems.
Button holes extend to fit button on, then restore normal.
Usc the muscle ointment in ajar before it loses it's strength.
Wear two different sneakers at Mall, the word "Change" on T -shirt
Teenagers modesll~viug lhe house, cha11ge oulfil iil car before Mall.
Or, a special dressing room for teenagers to the above.
Or, going back into the car using dressing room.
A handle on the mattress so seniors can lift themselves out of bed.
Men's favorite sports logos front and back of cap, held by V clcro.
Store variety of socks under bed in box, like special drawer.
Set lhe alarm way ahead so you wont anticipate and wake up early.
Allow dogs to bark loud when guests appear. It's their welcome.
The items you buy in drug store are so tight, you need a razor & a arrow to start
Owl wings open sometimes to chase birds away.
A workable shredder next 1o your desk.
Two credit cards. One with 8 numbers in wallet/purse, the other elsewhere.
Favorite lamp shades can be decorated anew.
Picture of deceased in back seat of yout favorite chair. Matelial.
A small foot rest for desk or favorite chair used for circulation.
Cops should aim a1 the tires with brutlS at the car they are chasing.
Cars are a weapon when you drive.
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Glass of water if accidentally hit, circles at weighted bottom, no spill.
Silver spray to polish and clean rings, jewelry, etc.
Expired milk can be used for hol chocolate, warm cet~al, etc.
Don't face microwave when you open door. Open, & stay aside for seconds.
Bow to hear business people louder on phone? An car plug for Jistencr.
Design lettering outside on highways, "Safety more important than speed."
Small paint brushes can be used to mix sauces.
When you remove top of paint can, it opens a slide for pajnt removal.
5-gallon plastic pail, when sold, also reduces to J gal. & l gal.
In a tea bag, also chocolate/coffee when squeezed for different flavors.
A rope & foot platform to lower people trapped above in case of fire.
Park iu the same row in Mall or supennarkei, so you'll know where car is.
A small folded Luufe can be used as razor.
Football helmet of your team worn at game, along w/team blanket & seat.
Pori.able hom~ photle illts twl.e, "Smile" as you are i.alkiHg.
Defore a car accident occurs, a camera will show how it happens. For cops.
Men can wear a Dickey with open collar and suit. Various colors.
A senior male can look younger by shaving & using a special cream.
Inside back cover of Yellow Pages has plastic magnifying page, easier reruling.
Put personal sound amplifier in your ear, to hear ladies who talk low.
If there is a power outage at night, your cell phone lights up. Can use.
In plane crash, black box should be free with open door in tail. Float & signal.
Men, teaching new pal'tner to social dance must leam to lead with lefi band.
A laser from a helicopter to lead motorized convey safely. Detect IED bombs.
Just buy blank cigarettes. No smoke.
Or, you can put tar/nicotine in your blank cigarette.
Hang cap in golf cart for lady passenger who does not want hair messed up.
Ladies wearing cross as necklace, can insert different prayers.
Can toilet-; be elevated without seat cushjon?
Larger toilet paper for seniors having trouble cleaning themselves.
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IDEAS - APRIL 13,2010
13, 222. Kids playfully climb a wall showing map of the world.
223. A walker tray which you carry with food has covers for liquids.
224. A beam thtowH off tall buildings pteveut anothet 9111?
225. Why not flat-free tires in cars?
226. As soon as you get up, drink juice for health, after going to the toilet.
227. Musical door bell plays tur1c for friend , business, etc. Blahk for solicitors.
228. Por sale sign in front of house has yclJow-smiling picture on sign.
229. For seniors, no matter how you ache, you know you will feel better in time.
230. WheH tots watch T.V. on floor have blocks nearby to try to w1derstand.
231. Heavy buckets for water/dirt could have wheels to move around .
232. Train locomotives should have computers, GJIJ devices, to warn of crash.
233. Pom a special wine on s1eak to marinate. Easier 1o cut, cat, tcnderi/.c.
234. Why arc there no shoulder ~s for pain?
23 5. I lands stay on side of ladder if loss of balance. Not fall back.
236. A SJ)t'cial catpenlet's lool io 0~11 (;adhout.e door, wtdet hood of cat ort mag!lel.
237. Tougher steel frames all around cars to protect driver & passengers.
238. If drunk and waver back & forth, a clicker warns cars in back of you.
239. "Slower and Saft£' be the moHo of new cars.
240. Or, "You are driving a weapon."
241. Co-pilot sits near to driver at all times. Alel1. Maybe a small brake, hom.
242. Your own %Good Morning" smile or laugh, when awakening.
243. A heated, medical massage for shouldef, back, knee, elbow, before bed.
244. Crossword puzzles solved going on. computer, multiple choices.
245. What to do in an Emergency when power goes out? Radio, candles, food, water.
246. Or, double up frozen foods atop of e-ach other in freezer.
247.A loser at poker table, as he leaves, js given $1. each by wione1-s for next time.
248. An extra pair of sneakers, keep chang4ng for foot oomfort.
249. Or, femove arch supports, or whatever, to give yow· feet a new feel.
250. Bio-feedback if you get a headache. Brings blood from heart to brain.
251. Chang~ lo larger, stuffier pillows if senion; wake up siiiT, shaky, headache.
252. A medical watch for seniors. Signals from wrist to brain to control dizziness.
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If gaining or losing weight your scale tells you what to eat/not to eat
The top of a Christmas tree should have the year.
A latget, heavit:f kick strut<.l to leaH bike agaiHsL
A full rounded seat for bicycle.
Radio controlled helicopter for nearby choppers.
Bicycle seat should tilt down, not straight ahead.
Seniors in nursing homes could learn what children learn on Video.
If sandwich is too high, cat the top with a fork.
Men's belt buckle should be different colors, other than steeL
Slightly larger hole on man's belt which can loosen when eating too much.
A 2" mctaJ block on four comers of car. If damaged, easy to replace.
Older men at S. C. dances wear NBA sweat band to look younger, active.
Wheelchair can cHmb steps if 3 rd wheel in back supports chair.
Can reduce 4-post cane to 1. Then back to 4 if you wish, like a umbrella
''I'm wlable Lo walk, but able to ialk." Sigtl otl wheddtait.
After visiting cemetery, a private "Ileaven" room to pray for loved one.
Shooting pool/billiards when ball is against rail, put a sandbag for stick.

Red shoe laces on men's sh~/sneak.ets.
A band-aid already spread with ointment to stop bleeding.
Or, a liquid menthol applied before band-aid.
Car exhaust to prevent pollution twisti11g pipe under wheel.
A helicopter parachute so it won't drop suddenly.
Copper in Lumbar support, to help relive arthritic pain.
For smokers who know they have to quite, a cigarette reads, "enough."
Natives in 3rd world with 110 running water don't complain of bowel movement.
Intimacy gets "better and wetter" as you get older.
Balloon tires for those who want to go slow on bicycle.
A different thrill riding smoother on balloon bicycle.
A dog learns to Jift the Jeg, trying to communjcate with you
Special binoculars show golfers the bumps and curves when they putt.

IDEAS - APRTL 23, 2010
13, 283. Breath analyzer taken when you leave saloon to get into your car.
284. Go to sleep unhappy. You may have pleasant dreams to minimize upset.
285. Or, a Hew day si.art wiih a laugh, lo start with different aUiiude.
286. Or, apologize if necessary.
287. Wrist blood pressure test before and after morning exercise.
288. Heart rate, too, before and after workout.
289. Open slippers for beach and walking in water. Will dry.
290. The window ledge, double thickness, can become a ladder. Fire escape.
291. If car skidding on ice, button on dash can release "claws" in tires for better gripe.
292. Why not a charger inside your car to restart battery plugged into lighter?
293. Carry a small LED flashlight in glove compartment.
294. If in car accident on or off the ro~ raise a large red balloon, "HELP."
295. Senior T-shirt emblem, "No C-phone, no blackberry, don't care."
296. A strong whistle carried by senior walking at night in case of fall.
297. Relief of utllU he-adaches by iak.Utg a tlap w/aspirlt1 or bio-feedback.
298. Sign on overhead road sign, heavy traffic ahead, take next exit.
299. Rubber suction pad at bottom of tall ladder.
300. Artificial flowers, Happy Birthday, on table for months or longer.
301. Put scran1bled eggs on hot dog bun, first, than hot dog.
302. When headache is gone, treat yourself with ice Ci"eam cone.
303. Cut Xmas tree in half, vertically. Have two Xmas trees next year.
304. BoWlce a lighted ball wheil goh1g for nightly walk. If it falls, more exefcise.
305. Mild heat comes from bottom of mattress to where it hurls, when sleeping.
306. If a small plane about to crash, perhaps wings can be inflated for safer descent.
307. Au eleclwuic caue to liug doorbells at night if seuiots fall .
308. A parachute in tail of plane keeps it cruising in case engine fails.
309. Put piano keys on laptop. 1f playing music, you can play piano.
310. Cotton balls 11earby if nose bleeds.
311. Cops stopping bad guys should say, "Throw your car keys out the window."
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Commercials on T.V., no loud voice. Just pictures, printing, logo.
E.ojoy the day: eat a lul, exercise, sleep a lot.
A taller back wheel for wheelchairs. Easier to stand up, if ready.
Button to press to start coftec for the smell, soon as you wake up.
Special cream added to coffee clings to sides of cup, preventing spills.
A detection camera which can reveal bombs under clothing, zap explosive.
A light on baby crib shines when baby is asleep and all is well.
Pictures on living wall light up occasionally for a half hour or so.
Putt a golf ball in your home. Carpet/mat may be curved, bumps, straight.
Seniors, chaJlenge friends w/multiple brain teasers. Gadgets.
Rasketball backboard can be lowered/raised as kids grow up.
Accelerator in cars larger for safety. Small, round one at foot.
Electric scooters/plain scooters may not be feasible to park and protect
Why can't computer autoLnatically con'eel spelling?
The bottom of a bikini should be a little higher.
Or, a slight touch on side of bikini could strip the young lady naked.
Or, a full balhing suit for youug ladies is proper and relaxing to look aL
Or, proper bathing suit is more enticing.
A trampoline jwnper with 3 or 4 poles around, in case you lose balance.
A child's keyboard, when learning, could have two keys for correct spelling.
If a laptop is brought to spoJts game, great plays cau be fepeated & J'epeated.
A second smaller umbrella under normal size. Square. Add wcigb:L
The luggage department on planes treated to diffuse any bombs.
Ou pups/cats a Joviug Utttoo.
Deck of cards with pictures of family, home, bedroo~ etc given to children.
Inhale oxygen from boUle you carry, ifwom out dancing, tetmis, golf.
Ask fwletal ho111e to put i:Jjctwe of deceased la spedallleuvenly fOOilL
Try dancing with lady in wheelchair. Lead with two canes.
Bottom of small fishing boad has slide to see if fish are swimming around.
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Conve1t pictures of parents, brothers, sisters for video screening.
The clip that hold bills in yom pocket can also be magnifying glass.
Why crut'l soliliers dt;velop a seru;e of smell Hke uogs? Deled e11emies?
Child's name on dinner plate.
Or, owners name printed on pets, child's plate.
Cons1au1 use of C-phones/Blackberries depr;ves user to look around, creative.
Diamonds circled around wrist watch.
Or, man's leather band shows the branch of service he was in.
A ring on every finger. If married ladies has special dian101ld on ring finger.

Heavier, trimmed eyebrows for ladies accent the eyes and face.
Press credit card with your thumb print, to display last 4 numbers. Se.curity.
"Keep your distance" sign on wiJJdow to keep other crus away.
If backpack too heavy, press certain levers on man's belt to lighten pack.
Might as well carry a larger scat, combined with a cane.
Spray a ulli>L ovec a cup of coffee or waLt;r to reduce spilli11g.
Ilalf of coffee, drinking cup higher, to prevent spills.
For wine bottles, a screw cap w/ 1" cork extending into the bottle.
Why must begiooers golf swiug be exat-1.? All other sporlstueH do things difT.
A printer's case that held hand type, can be placed on wall to hold anything.
Could a spring also be placed in front of sneakers?
A migraine cap. Your hair is closest to the brain. Stimulates circulation.
The beautiful fcruue of a uew cat should be ptotected. $$$ fot IJ1ft.
A few tea bags, floral design, heated in tea kettle. Many different flavors.
The rings of deceased wife/husband should be worn.
Cru accidents cau happett at any u.uexpected time.
A three wheel bicycle in nursing home.
Don't have glass of water/coffee near keyboard. Could spill, spoil keyboard.
A floatlug sh&p~d .hwHJJlock i11 pool fur shoulJe.~s culu legs.
Female fancy bathrobe can be worn by men afier shower.

IDEAS - MAY 4, 2010
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A fancy door mat, could be cute, inside the house.
Jf sitting more than an hour, get up and move around.
A \iU\1\.:r fiis over ~mall _!JCHcil, io pruiuci pui11l ill pa.ntslpurse.
for casual look on sofa, put a basketball, football, baseball, etc.
For guests sleeping over, a 4" mattress over sofa. Kept in garage
UHdet the sill of a 2-3 st.oty hous-e, jffirc, cattLe usui as Iaddct .
Or, shutters can be used as ladder, unfolded, in case off1rc.
For young ladies, sunglasses s haped square & the other round. Cute.
Put a spring in men's dancing ~11ocs, espe-cially seniors.

A smnllcr brnkc under 1nrgc pcdnl which may fail.
A small accelerator tmder larger one. Usc it in heavy tmftie.
ScH I.D. lhdl yt 't~tiuu. Dwi'l leave it up iu hau~~.
Golf club heads carried at pro games, strong at bottom, use-d as scat. Cane.
A special battery in car for C-phoncs, flashlight.
If t!uc•.:kct g!.:lli h..:arl aii!:tck at wh~Jd aml ui~J:s, ihc irut.:k :si.up:s.
While watching ~-ports game, vicw·cr can gel a lot of statistics from C-phonc.
Tf shoulder pain, place large comfort wrapper in Microwave, apply before sleep.
In uur:sillg ltollle, thete :sliould be a Heavenly Room to pray for <k."CCaSed.
An electronic signal from kcycbain to destroy stolen wallet or purse quickly.
A large American flag on goJfbag.
A healing patch heated in the Microwave before applying.
Adjustable electric peeler for oranges, apples, etc.
A metal shield lowers inside fuselage to cover bomb damage, pilot can coast.
Artificial flowers revolve every day differently in vase.
Can you change your will and monies from your grave? In the lasl breath.
Two ends of fork extend further, for seniors with tremor.
Use chiropractic skills in your own home by yourself. Leam from technician.
American soldiers attack the Taliban fully, even if women & children are there.
When helicopter or smaJI plane in troubJe near ground, should float for safety.
Press spring gadget on cat seat to lill yoill~elf oul
Eat more onions and lots of herbs to quit smoking.
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Make the smell obnoxious, urine or #2, when you open a pack of cigarettes.
Fill sink with water and take a quick shower.
When you light a cigarette, give yourself a headache, then you' ll stop smoking.
Glance away from car in front of you for a second and you might crash.
Make a WII game of car crashes, and how to avoid them. Going thru red light.
Or, games children/teenagers learn to play to avoid crashes.
Why can't helicopter float before it crashes, allowing pilot to jump to safety?
Bottom of paint can, add !" round and up, to catch the spills
Top of lamp shade, the pole extends higher to show the American flag.
An extended visor on man' s cap.
Or, cast shadow back on wearer, won' t need sunglasses.
A shaver for men's small beard and mustache.
Before snow and sleet hit car window, apply chemical to melt snow.
Why can't chopper blade fall off if it hits obstacle and keeps going?
Can screws/nails be made ofwood?
Men don' t have to wear briefs, like ladies. A longer T-shirt will do.
A $1. and $5. bills around your bathrobe. Fun.
A handle in middle of shovel. For better grip.
Sides of car have stronger doors to reduce crash impact.
Or, tires should inflate greatly to reduce car crash. Tires won't fall off.
Scooters to ride around Sun City with two wheels in back. A chain to lock.
In Hospice/nursing home, you can be convinced you'll be in Heaven w/mate.
A three-wheeler new car.
Police should be able to open a locked door w/o crashing and breaking hinges.
Or, once special lock-opener works, don' t need to crash door.
Home-owner should be able to see who rang front door. Don't open lock.
Or, tell them to call you from their C-phones.
The best dance floor in Phoenix was installed by Mission Hardwood inS. C.
The momentum ofrocking chair helps you to get up.
A huge chair to break a big hole in window, in case of fire. You' ll fmd strength.
Or, show home owners how to get out.
Or, 3' concrete atop flat condo roofs to stop roof fires from spreading.
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"I want to be with you in Heaven." At a grave sight of loved one.
Care wash also inflates your tires.
Or, just go to a gas station, in a certain spot, park, and tires will be checked.
The color of tires change when too low.
A heavy truck can't topple over. Weight automatically shifts.
"Stay away," new slogan car to car.
Toyota sub-contractors: "Bring in old car & we'll check il fur you free .."
Crazy glue to put on a cut.
Or, crazy glue spray. Can be made thinner.
Handyman advertisers, "You can watch repairing."
Rear view mirrors each side of car could be made larger by driver.
Protect taillights in car by not being in bumper.
Stapler should show red, black staples for importance.
A M.D. comes into a seniors home, checks them at home environment.
Decorate the outside of window blinds which are always shut.
The tires of a car could raise, to protect passengers in case of crash.
Decorate your living room ceiling.
Or, decorate your bedroom ceiling being in Heaven with your spouse.
A large blank paper to paint on wall, to spray samples of color. Testing.
A light in living room, when holiday comes. Artificial bushes light up.
An empty wall in living room decorated with Grand Canyon, Eiffel Tower, etc.
Your favorite organist in Sun City makes a tape of his danceable music.
A match lights up dimly at first, then glows brighter.
Less toys for children in home. Books to read and scribble is much better.
A special light for pictures over bed before sleep, to dream of.
Girls baby - teen outfits should be on daughters wall as she grows up.
The higher you sit in driver seat, the more control of brakes, gas, visual.
If a W' screw is too short, shavings, fillers can be inserted.
Open-end wrench, the hole in bottom enlarges or shortens to different sizes.
Make the remote so simple that old ladies will buy and use computers.

~
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Wheelchair with cane to hold door open. Can be small.
Wheelchair social dancing with canes from leader.
A micro chip in luggage checking in, for security. If a man can use his hands gifted, why can't use feet for dancing?
Music box under rocking chair.
A birthday floral gifl, even willed lo keep on kill:hen table.
A remembrance room for seniors in nursing home.
A fluffy, heavy towel to use after shower. Feels good.
A hot, cold then hot again water from shower head to help aches.
A mirror on wall facing you as you take a shower.
Bubblers in your bath.
A chocolate design on bedspread for your comfort. No licking.
A nursing home edition to show seniors they can live better in last home.
A shoulder cuff, clips on, to relieve pain down to elbows.
In ladies belly button, naked/bikini, a star or circle. Decorative.
A special ring inC-phone, a live person must answer.
A removable tattoo where ladies skirt slides open.
Tank/truck moves to side of road anticipating bomb attach.
A portable phone/C-phone always in car for emergency.
Drop leaflets in Muslins homes before attaching. Bad guys.
Body English, when putting, can put ball in hole. You hope.
Or, the golfing cup should be tipped inwards.
Or, golf ball should have magnetic tendency to go into cup.
When you visit doctor, he should give you exercises to reduce pain.
False eyebrows and beard for older seniors in social setting.
If in pain see a chiropractor, take medication and sleep a lot.
With all the fancy medical ads, why can't WWII veterans get a break?
A small merchant checks thumb print on credit card. Asks for date of birth, etc.
Or, he asks customer, "Are you the only one using this card?"
Or, if they detect fraud, they wipe out last four numbers.
Or, if they want to complete sale, they don't say a word.

IDEAS - MAY 18, 2010
13,494. No T.V. screens in waiting rooms. That' s what magazines are for.
495. Young girls watch and do what Mom's do, not vice-versa.
496. Phoenix sunsets could be made into digital frame.
497. Cleaning trucks w/spray to eliminate graffiti on walls in poorer areas.
498. When you see heavy trucks & men on roads, ask them, "What's going on?"
499. Bring fancy 4-color ads to the merchant/hotel. They don't measure up.
500. Om: Jrink at a fancy bar before ditmer, no charge.
501. ln case of bomb in plane explodes, a heavy material smothers it from ceiling.
502. Suicide bombers in cars could be detected by special beam from soldier guards.
503. Put notice on door bell - no solicitors.
504. A man's toupee in back of head.
505. Two layer pizza.
506. Men, soften beard before love making.
507. The smell of ladies perfume on her dress, or shirt, at social affairs.
508. The top of nail polish bottle shaped like finger nail, shows the color.
509. Tapered candles fatter at bottom.
510. In grocery super market, if you buy over $75., you get free coffee/ice cream.
511. In second hand shops, two for one sale.
512. Or, two for one at estate sales.
513. When ordering by phone to be delivered, no tip expected over $30.
514. Cheesecake offered for desert, in take home paper box.
515. If undecided where to eat out, fill out today' s crossword puzzle for restaurant.
516. On Internet, before you go to restaurant, see samples of offerings.
517. Jewish restaurants seldom advertise. It's always word by mouth.
518. Why so many pillows on beautiful 4-color ads atop bed?
519. Customer given 10% off, when returning to restaurant.
520. After you visit cemetery of deceased mate, ask for private room to pray.
521. Show finished picture of room/furniture by designer, before decision is made.
522. Shutters next to windows, another way to make a ladder to escape fire.
523. Or, a small balcony to descend.
524. Ladies hair could be main attraction. Minimize legs, face, lipstick, etc.
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Survival techniques printed on gates at home pool, in case of drowning.
Ceiling fan with light, to be directed at favorite seating chair.
Could MD's perform minor surgery on seniors in nursing home, or at home?
Kids don't have to make up their beds. Leave it alone for a nap.
Bouquet of flowers atop of extended sofa. Can be removed.
How to silence background noise in public places /restaurants?
flavored straw.
Sit outside to appreciate Arizona sunset. Enjoy the beauty.
After I distribute "Rejected" to veterans, give to unemployed to occupy minds.
An attractive removable tattoo on ladies calf. Just one leg.
Too much lipstick on attractive lady is a no-no.
A rubber ball for hand exercises with$$ printed.
A fork served with 12" sandwich.
Men, no need to take shower every day, she'll notice your fragrance/odor.
Or, buy a cheap spray for face and neck in-between showers.
Show picture of naked lady under flap of sneakers. Joke.
Extra Italian pizza served with steak dinner. Can be taken home.
Your eyes intently looking around can distract your personal problems.
A smaller bottle of wine, with cap, able to drink slowly.
Make getting into your car easier. Position of seat important.
Or, getting out of car easier.
Emblem of favorite sports on sneakers.
A Blackberry can give off a sweet smell for a moment.
Health tapes carried in car. You know the subject. Keep repeating.
Men, you can wear a fake, light golf ball on your cap. Smaller.
Men, add pleasant fragrance to your face on your eyebrows.
Men, go in person asking for a job. You may have to fill out form, they see you.
Two parts of credit card. If one is lost/stolen, useless for bad guys.
Recording favorite songs on your computer still the best listening pleasure.
When you buy a new car, they guarantee repairing slight dents for many years.

IDEAS MAY 25,2010
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You feel good when you see police arrest graffiti bad guys.
When you sell new cars, guarantee to clean up dents first few years.
Umbrellas with sturdy handles to hold more firmly in wind.
Lipstick becomes bolder, shiny, licking with tongue.
Or, can reduce color with hankie or napkin.
Under cap of bottle water, the cap has flavor to release in the water.
Ladies high heels can be snapped to lower size, for change & comfort.
Your favorite wooden chair should have springs to help you get up.
Napkin placed on ice cream cone.
Bicycle handles facing up for comfort and safety.
Another brake on bicycle besides hands.
Ladies can take a shower with soap only, no restoratives.
A small artificial flower on cleavage for young ladies.
On computer screen, hair stylists can show different look before done.
Cleavage shaped like a heart.
When young lovers go shopping at Mall, they wear same T -shirt.
Cough drops should be sweetened at end.
How can I reach out and touch my deceased partner in Heaven?
No keys to start new cars. Just a button. Tougher for thieves to start car.
Put row of marbles under toes for circulation, when sitting.
A wedding ring should also be on necklace.
Fish food shaped like a fish.
Hardware store in Sun City should have Condo section.
4-color leading magazine shaped like heart on Valentine's day.
Couples too old to cruise or travel, can appreciate Arizona sunsets.
Top of shelves for grocery items should be cheaper for seniors, Walkers.
Car/house keys make a noise if not returned to you by cashier.
Ladies, don't carry expensive handbag when local shopping.
Women can dress their age in Sun City and still be attractive.

IDEAS - MAY 28,2010
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Springs on foot of chair for seniors to get up.
Purse releases quickly from shoulder, so lady victim won't be dragged by car.
Purse hanger on table is more secure if lady twists it under the table.
Desk lamp can also be magnifier, swiveled, when you choose.
Look for child's natural talent at age 3 to 5, and help develop it.
A spray toothpaste on tooth brush.
Use honey for medical cuts, after pressing down with bandage.
Zipper on front toes of men's dancing shoes. Can loosen, widen.
Ladies thicken or loosing thighs of jeans, to suit their fancy.
Belt buckle for men should show Army, Navy, Air Force, etc.
Ladies right hand fits into purse to hold. No straps.
When you are under pressure, anxious, go on Wii machine.
Why do hand bags get bigger and tougher to open, to search for items?
If young lady casually dressed, she doesn't need large, heavy purse.
Two buttons colored, close together on men's shirt with suit.
Man's observation: eye brows on ladies more important than lashes.
Or, man are attracted to breasts and legs. Never mind the beauty.
Or, ladies hair is next.
Three-in-one ring worn casually for ladies. Can change position.
A new mfr. combines pain pill, ointment, wrinkle cream in one package.
How about a medical eraser on pencil to rub off wrinkles?
If kids don't care how they look, this should carry into teenage girls.
A home bath tub filled with mineral water, then washed off with shower.
A curved back chair gives arm support when on Internet.
When operator tells you "just a minute" the recorder tells jokes instead of music.
If cops on T.V. tell you what to be alert, there will be less crime in cities.
Pretzels in ice cream bar, like chocolate.
Two pockets used in jeans, don't need purse.
Or, zipper pocket in back for ladies to carry wallet, like men.
Vent column for medical problems. Senior readers will help each other.

IDEAS - JUNE 26,2010
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Lots of rubber between front tires and in back of rear bumpers.
Front tires do not fly off in crash. They stay put to absorb crash.
Clean stains in toilet bowl with your urine & spread brush over stain.
Decorative slim Velcro pastel above cleavage.
Can move eyebrows higher and lower to be more attractive.
Or, darken or lighten eyebrows.
Picture frame hangs crooked, but pictme is straight.
A soap wash for your skin that is cheap, as good as a fancy name.
Or, any shampoo will lighten and brighten your hair, with less expense.
A man can eat the same foods every week. Not a woman. Why?
Ladies lip coloring matches their necklace.
Price does not mean good value.
Ladies can use man's shampoo for their own hair. Less expensive.
Inflatable bed should accommodate two people.
Or, concave in center for one person.
Western boots can be extended up to the knees.
Danger lights up on dash in car to alert driver something is wrong.
Can patient in wheelchair stand with support from chair itself?
Or, help patient stand up briefly.
Wireless outdoor LED lights warn homeowners of bad guys.
A small purifier size of yow- phone on kitchen table.
A computer to check your backyard, for safety of yow- dog at night.
Two credit cards, and numbers in two separate wallets, if stolen, lost.
If suicide bombers attach U.S. cities again, we should destroy Muslim cities.
A new type of antenna on the roof to avoid bad connections on T.V.
The front seat twists all around in car, so handicapJ?ed person gets in & out.
Wheelchair to be folded from top of trunk. Compress, force.
A 9 11 button in case senior falls during walk at night. Can call for help.
There has to be a wooden shoe stretcher which elongates toes, not just size.
Why not a vision, an enigma of your deceased spouse when listening to music?
When C-phones call person in the car, it should say call back later.
Or, leave message and will return call when parked.

IDEAS - JUNE 29,2010
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Bicycle rider should have a tire glow to be seen at night.
Ladies leaving Mall at night can pretend to be talking to a stun gun in hand.
You can add a spring in Man's back of work boots. Can be removed.
Any flexible, puffy pillow can supply different love positions.
Lower upper body down to ground to help evacuate.
Can clean sneakers by machine at Mall for .SOc.
Red nose guard, or blue, for attractive female eye glasses.
Gloves can fit under cuffs, optional, in men's leather jackets.
Heirloom clock on the hour tells what happened in history.
Portable back stretcher can be in bed 10 minutes before sleep.
Toy B-17, B-24s for kids to play with.
Automatic leg massager for circulation is essential.
Tires toughen up in snow, sleet.
Intersections in winter should melt quick.
Velcro back support built into pants. No belt needed.
Can tighten jeans with extra buttons in front.
People with a lot of money, later in life, should be pleased to help others.
Sunglasses sparkle with small jewels on outside for ladies.
Inside collar on man's jacket in cold weather can go up to ears.
Reshape coffee cup, Yz" higher on one side.
Traditional dance music for 5-10 minutes in mind before sleep.
Dog and cat pictures on clock.
Candle does not have a flame. Press button and it will light up, w/music.
Xmas ornaments are also candies. To be eaten before putting away.
Xmas cards in revolving circle, which goes around and around. Can remove.
Can roll craps for your favorite candies.
Small battery shredder clips on waste paper can next to desk.
Corner of laptop table can clip and hold cup of coffee steady.
Picture of yourself on return label for postage.
Plastic tea bag holders can also hold coffee and chocolate.
In amusement park, cars can drive and float. Small cars.

IDEAS - JULY 2, 2010
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Heavy cold drink tumbler covered with cap and straw.
Diced onions can be in soup or cereal. Also, diced apples, corn, etc.
A frankfurter, held together for hamburger roll.
Or, a hamburger w/slices of frankfurter added.
Don't drink from can or bottle soda. A straw is cleaner & safer.
A toothpick can be slightly thicker/softer on other side.
Choice: oflong or short Frt::nch fries with your dinner.
Try 2 or 3 frankfurters in meat grinder to make sandwich atop bagel.
Each cashew or almonds can be chopped one at a time under lid of can.
Double lid all around coffee cup, to limit spills.
"Using C-phone" lights up in rear window of car to warn other drivers.
Blow-up inflate in case of crash should cover face.
Grandchild can sit securely in seat of Grandma' s walker.
Black rim around toilet bowl so stains don't show.
If off-the-road accident, car ejects plenty red balloons to alert other drivers.
Or, the front of car doors can fly open. Instead of breaking windows.
Chopped American cheese, grapes, apple pieces on table during meal.
As purses are hung up to pick from, all are weighed.
If small hole in wall, can patch with smiling yellow face.
Bunch of flowers in bowl turn by themselves for new look.
Pile frozen food atop of each other, if power outage.
Policemen in flying jackets to catch bad guys.
Can keyboard when not used w/computer, play music like piano?
Is it O.K. to tell loud Latinos to speak English in public to their kids?
After giving away REJECT to Vets, could I make a web site?
Kids today are more interested in gadgets than U.S. History.
If you have to take a baby aspirin, maybe you can cut them in half.
A special belt/girdle to lift Seniors when they dance. Avoid fatigue.
The police should notify the public on T.V. how cars are stolen.
Or, warn young girls and ladies ifthei:' are targeted. Also on T.V.
The many white lines before altfnf!t!section, should be further back.

IDEAS - JULY 6, 2010
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A video to show patience what to expect before Angiogram. What to expect.
"Safety" - new Toyota motto.
The brake pedal on new cars should be larger. Further away from gas pedal.
Firemen, one carries a hose for water, the other carries a hose w/a chemical.
Or, police shoot at gas tank at crash, to prevent fire & explosion.
Ladies, don't let your dog lick your lips. Your kissing boyfriend wont like it.
Lecture students not to go on lo college. Jobs are scares, learn a trade.
Men's shirts wNelcro instead ofbuttons. For seniors.
Lawyers and investment brokers should wear a necklace, "Honest, no phony."
Issue 2 credit cards with only 12 numerals for safety if purse/wallet stolen.
Or, memorize last 4 numbers when making purchase.
Or, this will wipe out thousands of stolen cards by the bad guys.
Or, if optional, person selecting 2 credit cards, pays small charge for change.
The talent, tenacity, muscular strength oftoday's NBA players is great.
Double the steel strength on the drivers side of car.
Or, side doors stay shut to protect driver no matter how hard car is hit.
Or, special window glass also prevents driver damage.
Instead of crossing feet when sitting too long, straighten feet out, etc.
There has to be a way to prevent a car from catching on fire?
Bio-feedback by surgeon's asst. to patient 5 to 10 minutes before operation.
Credit car with only 12 numbers. Narrow. Rest of the card numbers hidden.
Small pillow on top of chair to lean on to, for comfort of neck.
Bar across bottom of chair, to rest heels and feet onto.
Adult hard cover book while reading, you hear favorite music fro book.
Toilet on the floor next to toilet, if arm aches.
Or, toilet paper on the sink for easier reach.
Hand canes, the handles in two elevations.
Plastic in back of toilet seat to tilt you forward, to eliminate better,
Driver of car should be very alert, with help of co-pilot next to him.
A spongy toilet seat 1-2" higher, which collapses gently when you sit.
Smaller double rollers on kitchen chairs.

IDEAS - JULY 9, 2010
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Many of my ideas can be initiated by an artist or cartoonist.
Call a designer/architect in near by firms to look over ideas.
Fireproof canopy over stove in case of fire. Smothers fire.
Or, fire extinguisher next to stove.
A kitchen chair swivels without rollers.
A loose, thick cushion behind chairs in a waiting room.
Even wearing a bikini, there should be a flower over belly button.
A huge Phoenix colorful sunset, covering a whole wall in home.
Overlooking a golf course, the patio design is more important.
Or, a lake/swimming pool.
The garden designer should show photo in advance before work is started.
Or, a miniature artistic layout.
How can spreading limbs of a small tree be installed?
Locking your car in public place, windows should become opaque.
A pencil sharpener attached to the clip board.
Portable phone on a necklace around your neck. Free hands.
Light turns on when some one approaches your door, making your dog bark.
Wallet/purse if stolen, a button on key chain can destroy contents. Dissolved.
Crushable drinking plastic water glass, can be crushed Y2 the size.
Side pocket in a purse can also hold credit cards instead of being in wallet.
A Dickie, colorful, for men with open collars.
Metal bars in shower or bath more secure than suction knobs.
A beer bottle shaped like a woman's figure.
Two buttons on men's front pants. One inch apart.
Are moisture creams a waste after the shower for ladies?
The names Chevrolet, Toyota, Honda more visible on cars.
Or, As the wheels spin/stop, the insignia could show.
"You are driving a weapon." Sign on car visor.
Driver door should be made of heavier steel. Protection.
Or, a weekly ad in Sun City newspapers repeating, "You are driving a weapon."

IDEAS - JULY 13,2010
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Rear view mirror warns you of impending car crash, at stop light. Turns red.
Heavy rubber inside the car doors for protection.
"Please keep your distance" sign in back of every car.
Ladies, comb your hair with spray perfume.
"The beauty of being a woman" at entrance of Sun City dances.
A perfume design in cleavage when ladies go out socially.
Sit on inflated toilet seat in an emergency, if you have to go. Pull over side.
Why age-defying make-up for older women?
Beer glass could show bikini gal.
Quality hand cream soap for your shower, healthy for your skin.
Card players can get involved, even with bad hand, by drawing extra card.
The tip of young ladies shoes wired to signal 9-11 for help.
Or, if suspicious person looks threatening, young lady can signal location/cops.
A mirror on wall watches you wake up from bed every morning, smile back.
A sectional can be separated into two single beds.
A small bristle brush, gets firmer the more you use it.
Or, the bristles made of metal at bottom.
The outside rear view mirror reflects light on door handle to use car keys.
A special projector shows pictures of deceased mate dancing w/you on T.V.
Bath mat allows toes to enter and wash in shower. Like a basket.
Wrist watch on ladies left hand, shaped and looks like wedding ring. Matched.
Chocolate tasting straws with drinking water.
If argument between couples, they both decide to watch same program on T.V.
Removing the bra straps should excite ladies for sex.
Or, removing her panties.
Special tooth brush/toothpaste for seniors 80-90 years.
Special sections in four-color magazines for seniors.
A smaller wheel barrow, half the original size, easier to use, handle.
A spray on cleaning bottles can be changed, if ineffective.

IDEAS - JULY 16, 2010
13,797. Tree growth spray for ground and trunk. Make it full & beautiful.
798. Band-aids inside working gloves, way up.
799. Sell 3 working gloves for gardening. Have a spare.
800. Or, gloves for trimming shrubs and trees should go beyond elbows.
891. Half of paint can lid flips open, only half, to pour paint out.
892. A divider in paint can, vertical, to use only half at a time.
893 . Or, two different colors in paint can, separated by divider.
804. Or, can make a spray from both colors, same can.
805. Instead of climbing rock walls, practice climbing out of window if fire.
806. Dollar bills painted on umbrellas.
807. Pillows on arm chair, folded neatly over arms, for cushion comfort.
808. A fork for eating dinner should be very heavy in handle. To reduce tremor.
809. Half of coffee drinking cup higher, 1",to prevent spills.
810. Special technological glasses worn by driver, alerts him of impending crash.
811. A special neck alarm, used only in Mall if trouble, to alert security.
812. Your co-pilot in the car makes you aware to be alert.
813. There is danger going for a walk alone in park.
814. Or, going for a walk at night alone.
815. Or, too much or too little Rx's socializing.
816. A special circle for handicapped seniors on dance floor, even in wheelchairs.
817. Plenty ofhappy dreams reduce past problems.
818. At age 85-95, you don't have to worry about foods, exercise.
819. Or, what you' re doing is satisfactory.
820. A pole in bedroom for your wife, tricky sex.
821 , Why not in Vogue issue, or section, for senior ladies?
822. Once everyone is safe in house fire, a chopper dumps retardant.
823. A back seat for a bicycle with handles and brakes.
824. Pontoons under the fuselage on smaller planes traveling over water.
825. Or, is it feasible for a large commercial plane?
826. In case of auto accident, use C-phone to copy license plate in case car flees.

IDEAS - JULY 20. 20 l 0
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A beauty mark next to ladies lips, like a dimple.
Plane in trouble can't land on air craft carrier, pontoons inflate.
Cheap gas for sale. Won't affect engine. Less mileage.
Ad in paper, "co-pilot" for our cars. Let's talk, no charge.
Two rubber bands wrapped around package. One can tear.
After grocery shopping, purchaser can leave food for the hungry.
Why should Americans go hungry when illegals take their jobs?
A small pencil to hook on man's shirt pocket.
Maybe a helicopter can float down to safety, instead of crashing?
Air cushions to protect pilot and passengers in seats on impact.
Throttle on small planes keep it going aloft, in bursts, safe landing.
A patio chair can have a sunshine cover behind the seat.
When rocker stops in certain positions, the arms can spring you up.
Huge pictures in living room wall of Grand Canyon, Eiffel Tower, etc.
The button on man's open collar, wearing a suit, should be color of suit.
Why can't you project yourself, or image on Monument Valley etc?
Or, project your image any where in the world?
Why don' t more ladies use the "fanny pack" instead of heavy purses?
Diamonds and jewelry for ladies should be cheaper to attract customers.
Another wedding ring on ladies left wrist band. Attracts attention.
Light up some trees at night in Sun City condo areas.
A pool waterfall in every fancy hotel. Keeps the empty waters moving.
Or, to keep children way from pool by themselves, very rough pool waves.
At a bar, pick your own glass for beer, scotch, or wine. It' ll taste better.
Too many pillows to decorate modem bed,
Or, one large puffy pillow for sleep can bring pleasant dreams.
Fancy design stores should cater to Sun City homes. Like Scottsdale.
A huge picture of your deceased lover in a bikini before bedtime.
A wedding ring on two ladies fingers.
Adjustable mattresses for hotel beds, advertised. For your comfort.
Or, airplanes advertise adjustable seats for sleep.

IDEAS - JULY 23, 2010
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A cartoonist could use many "Senior Moments" for various cartoons.
Historic street importance, should have a date why historic.
Ladies with long hair can use C-phone hearing-aid, and it is not seen.
Fake $5.00 covering McDonald's sandwiches.
Bottles of wine should advertise on bottle how easy it is to open.
Unfortunately, people who buy new cars want looks more than safety.
Wine poured on steak dinners before eating.
Are NBA players using springs in their sneakers?
Wii machine to see and practice how to avoid car crashes.
A special shaver to keep man's small beard that way.
Melt a piece of chocolate into Microwave dinner.
When you wake up in peace, and it's dark, you can be in heaven.
If heavy traffic & you are stuck, highway dividers can open up so cars can turn.
Jar cover over olives has prong to pick-up one at a time.
A computer in your car slows down to match the mileage sign.
When buying many bottles of drink, should include thin ice cube tube.
Or, when buying single bottle of water at gas station, ask for thin ice cube.
No hot or burnt toast. Just warm, easy to handle, eat.
Warm coffee, not hot, in half a cup may be suitable for drinkers, dippers.
Flavored straws on kitchen table for drinks.
Cushion step coverings can flip over for another look.
Sticky coaster for coffee/water to prevent spills.
Roll up small rug for dog to play with.
Wrist watch tells you historical importance of day.
Floor scale should show plus or minus from previous weighing.
Receptionist should not show cleavage.
A scissor blade holds a razor blade on outside.
Brake pedal and accelerator should be further apart.
When accelerator too fast, it should show green/or red on dash board.
Or. both pedals larger and higher up.
As long as child goes into home pool, he should keep wearing a float.

IDEAS - JULY 27,2010

j l3,889. Desk light with a rainbow color.
890. Fruits on table with drinks.
891. Let the foliage from trees stay on patio ground.
892. Wine glasses very heavy on bottom, so won't topple.
893. Awnings over fancy patio shed rainbow light.
894. Beauty of Arizona sunset beats the Grand Canyon.
895. Poles on two corners of bed slide to center, for seniors to get up.
896. Fancy high heels for ladies, can snap off for lower walking heel.
897. There should be an extra quick brake on steering wheel, tilt forward.
898. CPR instructions if child in water too long posted on the fence.
899. A fancy walk-in shower w/many shower heads.
900. Beautiful Phoenix sunset on living room wall.
90 1. The middle of a toothbrush, when pressed, allows xmas between teeth.
902. Can put meat or pork and beans on frankfurter roll.
903. Wider toilet paper.
904. Spray soap on face and neck so you don' t have to buy expensive creams.
905 Perforated squares sent back to ladies magazine shows you read pages 3-400.
906. Under cap of preserves/jelly a small spoon to apply to bread.
907. If Muslims pray for peace in their mosques, why suicide bombers?
908. Buying chicken in supermarket, fat should be removed.
909. 85-90 year olds dancing is an achievement.
910. Corner house in Sun City with large cactus should be decorated.
911. Or, a fake large cactus in living room.
912. Circular stairs in hall has stars atop ceiling making you feel in heaven.
913. Waterfall sound from home pond can be heard in kitchen.
914. Or, you can sit atop waterfall just to cool and wet your feet.
915. A circle design atop ceiling fan, on ceiling.
916. Or, as fan turns, the beautiful design is enhanced.
917. Or, you can see your kids as children, or deceased parents, partner.
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IDEAS -JULY 30, 2010
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Why so many pillows displayed on the bed? Beauty, or a nuisance.
Coaster to hold glass of water is sticky, no twnbling over.
Back wheels on wooden outdoor furniture.
Design at 5 comers of ceiling fan, on ceiling.
No solicitors ring bell at your home.
Men's wedding ring also snaps on open shirt collar at the tip.
Ladies face cream could be used by men for neck and face.
A special hair cream to spray on men's legs, to restore hair.
Artificial lump in ladies panties shows off vagina.
Cup of drinking water very heavy at bottom won't topple.
How do you find something you lost in your own home? You'll fmd it.
Or, your dog will find it sniffing around.
If car tumbles into water, seat belt releases and door lock releases.
Nurse can relax you before seeing doctor with bio-feedback.
Pedal exerciser in doctor's waiting room.
Jewelry under the ceiling fans attractive to look at.
An American flag pendent around neck of men and women.
Paint on walls of home should be fire retardant.
Sprinklers in homes chemically treated to diffuse smoke.
Or, in commercial buildings and schools.
1-2" like helium vacuum around • .!. backpack, to make load lighter.
No ice in water when taking mecffcine.
More stimulating on phone with merchant than playing cards on Internet.
Long sleeves can become gloves in cold.
Beaded design over men's dance shoes.
Young girls don't walk near curb. Can be grabbed by bad guy in car.
Cap for paper cup for drinking water.
Or, can bring with you into car.
Trace a kidnapped person by the C-phone he or she is carrying.
Or, a stolen car can be tracked by gadgets inside car.

IDEAS - AUGUST 3, 2010
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Diffuse a purse/wallet soon as it' s stolen. Destroy contents w/keychain.
A small ring atop watch bracelet.
End of sofa, arm rest opens, inside is folding table.
A fluffy arm rest for wooden chairs.
Western collar on man's white shirt, when wearing suit.
Artistic circle of tile in middle of carpeted floor.
Young, old ladies, with veins? Why bother? Only a doctor looks.
Blood pressure reading along side man's watch. Band on wrist.
The rim of fancy ladies watch sparkle with jewelry.
Artificial flowers and leaves atop large lamp.
A huge design store, combined with funeral home. Brings them in.
A small ceiling airplane/boat in den. Reminds of USA service.
Let the dirt gather in bathroom sink. It won't make you dirty. Joke.
Ladies earrings should start from top of ears, then hanging.
There must be a way for wheelchair persons to open and close doors.
An X-ray machine/rod in police headlights to spot weapons in car ahead.
When finish large paint can only half, transfer to 2 smaller cans, mixed colors.
When given an Rx by doctor, ask pharmacist many questions.
Why can't a machine restore life to child drowning? Brought by 911 crew.
Wine bottles should have caps, not corks.
Phoenix sunset is as good as going on vacation.
Multi-pictures of the Grand Canyon in one picture frame. Moving.
A heavy bottom on wine glass. Won't topple over.
On inside of patio wall, fully decorated with flowers or desert beauty.
Drink salad water from water bottle.
When men wear a suit, they look better with a tie or bow tie.
Policemen should not approach a car with 2 men in front.
Wear plastic gloves when eating pork/ribs.
Ladies, stay away from beauty salons, you can do it all at home w/mags.
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IDEAS - AUGUST 6. 2010
13,977.
978.
979.
980.
981.
982.
983.
984.
985.
986.
987.
988.
989.
990.
991.
992.
993.
994.
995.
996.
997.
998.
999.
14,000,
0 1.
02.
03.
04.
05.

How come they never show beauty faces w/glasses in 4-color mags.?
Police car headlights can be like X-rays to penetrate car ahead for bombs.
Or, the bad guys can't be moving.
They can look inside to see if loaded with illegals.
Or, huge X-ray machine on side of the road to examine stopped cars.
Or, reflective take X-rays can make an impression even if car moves.
Or, X-ray has to be strong enough to penetrate car, or truck.
A spray on flowers, so they won't wilt. A sealer.
Paint eye glass bridge red, blue or green- not plain.
Ladies wearing a man' s cap is very attractive.
If men have skinny legs, socks can be inflated at calves.
The arm rest on cushion chair can be inflated to use Internet.
Arrows on ladies panties.
Whatever women wear is unique, sloppy or not.
Or, one side of hem down to ankles, the other side to knees.
Or, young ladies have to be dressed from head to toe. Everyday.Why?
Or, eyebrows/eyelids too heavy applied.
Partners: the lady wears sunglass on one eye, the man has sunglass other eye.
Ladies don't have to put on a quick smile to nod "Hello." May be dangerous.
Or, ladies don't get too fancy. Soap and water, a clean towel can clean face.
Or, toilet paper can do the job.
Decorative jewelry at cleavage, no necklace.
Young ladies look in bad taste, when they want to look like a million$$.
Cloth elastic rings can glisten day and night.
The same wedding ring on both fingers, both hands.
Jewelry atop of ladies shoe.
Or. worn on blouse or sweater,
Or, worn on lapel on ladies jacket.
Or, jewelry clipped in the hair.
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IDEAS AUGUST 10, 2010
14,006. Just comb ladies hair in A.M. Part wherever. Wet comb.
007. Soap with perfume fragrance in shower.
008. Chocolate bars may be good for aging health. Been around a long time.
009. Coaster with a lip to slide glass into, no spills.
10. To help if you are ailing, ask a pharmacist.
11. Or, surely there is something in drug store to help you. Minor complaint.
12. Or, medical supply stores.
13. The longer you use spray can, the stronger it gets.
14. WD-40 oil can last longer adding a liquid at end.
15. If men keep taking showers, they don't need extra fragrance.
16. A classy sweater under suit jacket for dancing, going out.
17. Go on computer for Men's Health, telling them how to sleep all night.
18. The joy of driving. Enjoy the pleasure of getting around, no radio.
19. Or, maybe your favorite music tapes.
20. Must make bikini-wearing at beach a no-no.
21. A grove just below handle of cane to fit onto table/chair.
22. Or, Velcro on cane handle to hold against table/chair.
23. Cane attached to leather strap around wrist, so it won't fall.
24. Or, if cane falls w/o the strap, it can be elongated to grab the handle.
25. Seat in shower which turns.
26. Or, raise higher to get out.
27. Use blades of scissors as razor.
28. A medical doctor sits in middle and patients rotate around him,brief exam.
29. In wheelchair, one handle can be extended to open & close doors.
30. Special pillow helps bio-feedback before sleep.
31. A strap on side of mattress can help seniors turn around to get up.
32. A list of no-no's in fTont of your phone, not divulge your identity.
33. Half of big sinking ship about to sink, could break off and float.
34. Smoker who are destined for cancer, can prevent by eating right foods.
35. Back trouble can be reduced by wearing Velcro belt with magnets.
36. Or, apply a cream on the skin first before belt.
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IDEAS - AUGUST 20, 2010
14,037.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Creativity can strengthen your body as well as your brain.
Worth more money to pay for stronger doors to protect passengers in cars.
A pain patch as strong as Ady,il/lbuprofen will not affect stomach.
Men don't have to grow btealfs to look manly. Long sideburns will do it.
It' s foolish to spend$$$ for sunglasses. $2. gives same results
Tea bags, which are good for your health, remove and used again, get stronger.
Once you start exercising and it hurts, stop.
At a ball game, bring portable radio to listen to the experts.
A motorcycle breaking down in the desert, extra battery can walk you forward.
A wider, taller car less likely to damage passengers in a accident.
Driving can be fun with so many gadgets at your control, brakes, gas must work.
Or, driving can be dangerous with so many controls.
Plenty of kissing can erase bad breath.
A Men's Health magazine for seniors. Exercise, diet, etc.
Or, what good does for seniors reading a youthful Men' s Health~
Put butter in bottom of dish for com on the cob. Just tum com.
Broken almond slivers atop fried eggs.
Or, break up more slivers for omelet.
Plenty of gravy atop steak to soften.
Or, wine atop of steak.
A sick elderly patient should insist on getting written healing instructions.
Concave plates for people with tremor.
No logic for men to spend a $100. for jeans, going out to dinner.
A dollar bill smiling, printed, like yellow smile.
Or, a dollar bill sign on a buckle.
A large sleeping pillow cushioned to avoid unpleasant dreams, more comfort.
Bread, or chewable item, pressed against teeth while eating may whiten teeth ..
Ladies eyes can sparkle by blinking.
Apply honey after cut, helps stop bleeding.

IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 7, 2010
14,066.
067.
068.
069.
070.
071.
072.
073.
074.
075.
076.
077.
078.
079.
080.
081.
082.
083.
084.
085.
086.
087.
088.
089.
090.
091.
092.
093.
094.
095.
096.
097.

There must be an RX for parents to stop their kids using drugs.
A thin. light weight cover-up if girls must wear a bikini at the beach.
Promise of fresh air from a purolater in bedroom for pleasant dreams.
An umbrella and cane combined.
Iflady has cosmetic surgery, it may be wise to smile all the time.
Must drink lots of water when taking medicine or pills.
Could 911 crews bring a drowned child back to life, when not breathing?
A baked chicken sold in super market should be cut in sections.
Plastic gloves can be re-used for working but not re-used to touch the body.
A sofa chair should have a blanket near-by.
If a home pool makes lots ofwaves when not in use, kids stay away.
Or, a small home pool, easy to cover, to protect wondering children.
A square ring, yet fits snugly on ladies finger.
Too many pillows on your bedspread is a nuisance.
Diamond shaped ring on ladies fingers, pointed.
Once you are in a car, alone, your worries are driven away.
Or, attention to driving is always on your mind.
After you lose on slot machine, they should show winning # to see how close.
A bikini is not always flattering, sometimes shameful.
A Phx. hotel lobby should have a big screen, showing Phx. sunsets.
Sell a series of digital pictures of Arizona grandeur to keep viewing.
Or, in a 6"frame for your living room to keep looking at Arizona beauty.
A huge picture of a saguaro on wall in living room, from floor to ceiling.
A shirt to cover bikini before beach.
Or, a beach bag that matches outfit.
Why does a young lady have to appear dressed up, while a male is casual?
A thin glass of wine for ladies, thicker and fuller for men.
A bikini bottom should raise as high as the belly button.
Planes fighting forest fires with retardants/water have to fly at night.
Always have crackers/cheese on table when you eat,
Or, pieces of cheese for your appetizer.
Or, grapes to taste .
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 14, ~
14,098.
099.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

Free bottle ofwine for new home owners/renters. To welcome.
Wine glasses with printing on top, "I drink to my health."
Flange instead of a curve wine glass. Easier to taste.
Teenagers/twenties know nothing ofWWII history.
People are losing their sense of balance/education with I-phones, etc.
Or. too busy activating their expensive I-Phones, blackberries, etc.
Phoenix Magazint:! should have a colorful display of Sun City.
Or, how will they profit by describing Sundial, Bell Center dancing?
A special forest fire bomb to spread dirt/fumes to destroy fire right away.
Or, a heavy substance to smother smoke and fire. Not retardant.
Or. a wet bomb to smother smoke over the start of a forest fire.
Creativity can be a cure for the mentally ill.
A nail file could sharpen pencils, then rub clean.
Or, a finger pencil sharpener. Portable.
e \) J .J
1
G .I.'s in Afgan to invent electronic blow at ~ in roads ahead.
Beside flowers on gravesite, place whatever deceased enjoyed.
Direct a smothering foam by the home owner to fight fire around home.
A small plane about to crash should be able to float/glide to safety.
Ladies use special- scenting soap taking shower. Nothing expensive.
Printed articles, many, anti-illegal migration.
Easy springs in sandals for men/women.
The side mirrors of a car senses another car too close and alerts the driver.
The breasts are heavy. Pads over nipples for smooth look. Bra can be light.
Those lovely lady models in magazines should also sing and dance.
Or, learn to play piano or musical instruments.
Classy ladies/models too involved in their looks to fall in love,
What is so critical about everything ladies wear? Even their bra.
Not thin but thick multi-color frames for glasses for classy ladies.
"Gravity" defying creams for ladies just doesn' t make sense.

IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 17, 2010
14,127.
128.
129.
130,
131,
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
13 7.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156,

Showering with the right soap, for men and women, can eliminate creams.
The loops for a belt in back of jeans could spell out a cute message.
An extra runway near airport in case plane is in trouble taking off.
Police should have T.V. programs every day warning public to be aware of.
Can the smoke over a forest fire be diverted down to smother flames?
Slogan on beer bottle, "Don't have to finish."
A bicycle needs a horn, or flashing light/noise.
A chemical to drop over early smoke/early forest fire, to smother it.
Firemen carry a tank of chemicals on their backs, also to smother fire.
A note pad w/pencil/pen carried in ladies purse.
A special cap w/jeans is very attractive for young ladies.
Rich red lips on a lady going out is a pleasure for men to look at.
Men could use a fragrance when they are active and may sweat.
Eye wear for classy ladies should not be too fancy.
The face of your deceased love on the pillow you cuddle- up to at night.
An umbrella to wrap around whole body, not face.
A claw to grab spare ribs and not get hand mushy.
The hole in a man' s belt can slide a bit, a W ' or 118" if needed.
Two people can sleep (guests) on sectional sofa.
A shoulder holder/sling to carry a small dog.
A fire extinguisher near table or stove in kitchen. Decorated.
A thicker/unique wrist band for ladies watch. Jeweled.
A rod across front of sitting chair, to change sitting position.
Wine bottles, the cap easily unscrews. No corks.
Modular homes, piece by piece, can be removed by truck if forest fire.
Awnings over patio should extend way beyond eating table.
Or, couples could raise an awning near the pool,
A sofa can be separated into two seating chairs.
Flat, thick bottom on ladies diamond ring. Circle on top.
A short abrupt fork. Not too long, better grip.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 21,2010
14,157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175,
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
186.
187.

Large homes should have more than one fire extinguisher, decorated.
A robot to the rescue when a child falls into the pool, alone.
Blood pressure tape from lab, to press over personal cut with bandage.
Lottery tickets has 7 numbers. Only 5 to win. Gives more chances, interest.
A sour look on your face might be changed to pleasant by a medical light.
After studying the shot with your putter, it light up in the center. Not for pros.
Or, the putter has arrows pointing at the hole.
Men dress so casual can wear the same outfit, yet women have to change look.
Bottom of both car doors and bumpers should be heavier steel.
Press down on wheel as a brake, along with foot brake which may be low.
The GPS for average driver not necessary. Only for commercial use.
A front button angled down on ladies jeans, suggesting a bikini look.
Short shorts (ladies jeans) can be lengthened if embarrassed/flustered.
Why do young ladies wear tom jeans? Older women do not.
The color pink is fashionable for all women.
A wedding ring (or duplicate) should be around ladies necklace.
Atom bomb built in sections. Any big ideas, like Fusion, can start small?
Colorful ankle supports with very high heels. Visible.
Good thing about Sun City is that ladies dress casual for dinner/dancing.
Drinking the good water from Sun City faucets can be confirmed/Water Dept.
Revlon "Age of defying makeup" forming ladies skin sounds foolish.
Bathing suits still look spectacular. No need for bikinis.
Easy cap on Vodka, Tequila, etc. bottles.
Ladies should have more respect for their bodies, the way they dress.
Do large pharmacy companies want your business. No cure for cancer, HIV, etc ,
Or, are you a continual consumer?
Or, auto mfrs. Shelving carburetors for extra mileage.
Driving a car is a weapon.
Infra red lights heat area of pain. Better than ointments.
No sponge in wine bottle. Only screw on cap.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 24,2010
14,188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.

A bench to sit on in back of large super market. Shoppers need rest.
Or, more drinking fountain around super markets.
You can add a bit of alcohol to orange juice in A.M. For a cocktail.
Baby car seat in back has a buzzer that rings when car door opens.
A purse, so large and heavy for ladies, young or old, looks foolish.
Young ladies lips can be left alone. Just a shade of lipstick.
Whitening teeth with a booster is good. Apply with regular toothpaste.
Vaseline in a short bottle is used by men for healing, not to smooth ladies skin.
Ladies up keep of hair is essential.
Or, beautiful gray hair for older women is an eye catcher.
License plates printing should be larger in back of car.
Ladies have more than one glasses, so easy to misplace them, and look for.
Ladies sandals with open toes, has a flap to cover toes if A/C cold.
A headache-relief cap.
If honey applied stops bleeding?
Or, can use blood pressure bandages to tighten down on cut.
A bottle of water can become a spray if too hot in summer.
A pumice spray instead of a rock to clean toilet bowl.
The narrower the front of a car is, the less damage to driver in a accident.
A fire extinguisher in a car, gives you a chance to get out.
A wrong thumb print on a credit car could indicate thief.
Or, color of card changes, wont work in machine.
Or, a second print on card must match.
If purse/wallet stolen, victim right away destroys content from his/her keychain.
Or, wrong thumb print on credit card lights up showing thieves print.
Extra protection under G .I. helmets to protect brain, when under fire.
A cool collar around your pet's neck if walking in sun.
A brake pedal should apply immediately, not push way down.
A C-phone in a car should be rechargeable.
If car stalls, the dashboard tells you what page to read book in glove comp.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 28, 2010
·14,218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.

The nose piece in ladies glasses should be color of her eyes, or neutral.
Small pad and pencil always carry in shirt pocket, for quick ideas.A seat should be attached to supermarket carts, to rest.
Look up invention sources/facilities maybe to invest in a patent.
Small pouch to add to cap from freezer to keep head cool in summer.
Public calendars, the numerals should be larger and black, to see easier.
Call them "Decadents" instead ofDemocrats. Ajoke.
A thick heavy screw on top of pencil, to write easier if tremor.
Motorcycle handles could be higher up. if they want to.
A foot brake as well as hand brake on motorcycles. Abrupt stop.
Or, a bicycle which can stop suddenly.
Special sneakers for daily walk. With springs.
Hold two small pencils together, w/tight rubber band, to reduce tremor.
Two paper clips entwined, soldered, to hold batch of papers together.
Leave booklet, "Rejected" in Bell metal shop for all members to see.
If trouble with your car, won' t start, an auto scanner connected to C-phone.
Stronger, larger tires in car can keep you going if you have a flat.
Water, coffee spilled on wood floor must be wiped clean quickly.
Helicopters in trouble crash down quickly. Need parachute to keep aloft.
Layout of Gorilla printed on top of tape that you buy. Also printed inside roll.
Can a scale that you weigh yourself A.M. or P.M. detect your mood?
Or, how to overcome loss /or gain with healthy hints on scale?
A spiral stairway with fum hand grips.
Your favorite picture of deceased mate lights up every night before bed.
When a plane crashes in desert/mountain there should be a bright red color.
Swivel car seat, push down and it lifts you up.
Garden gloves w/protected cuffs, can switch fmgers when one wears out.
The back of patio lawn chair can raise to give you shade.
Distinctive wood floors light and darker in comers.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 1, 2010
14,247. Every effort should be made by mother to have disease-free baby in the womb.
248. Or, if mother prefers a boy, perhaps this can be done by Dr. separating cells.
249. Or, even the color of babies skin can be altered?
250. Coffee cup top turned inward, less spills.
25 1. Classified section of newspaper folded by itself. To be removed.
252. No pointed front for ladies hi-heels, classy shoes.
253. Or, the point of ladies hi-heels should stretch.
254. Two front pages of newspapers, front and back.
255. A spongy towel to put on your lap while eating.
256. Stretchy shoe laces on sneakers, can tighten or loosen by themselves.
257. Behind the plow that scoops up snow, another device to dry the ice.
258. A floral pillow case, not always white.
259. A large double sofa couch can sleep two guests, feet to feet.
260. A children's waterfall to play in might keep them away from the pool.
261. An extra pocket on man's work shirt on his sleeve.
262. A wine bottle shaped like a woman's figure. Hair & face on top, easy remove.
273. Baked chicken when ordered in supermarket, they remove skin.
274. Or, they also cut up the chicken.
275. The collar on a bathrobe detaches to become a towel,!
276. The round stone structure in England, early times, can be duplicated smaller here.~
277. A huge home Saguaro outside Phoenix home can be decorated if rotting.
278. Heavier drinking glasses less likely to topple over by your hand.
279. Decorations in home is books, more books.
280.A dust free living room/dining room, just like active kitchen.
281 . Double door handles in new cars, Tougher for thieves to break into.
282. When seniors wake up and they don' t feel good, go back to sleep.
283. When a calamity hits you, and you solve it, makes you feel great again.
284. You can keep eating whatever you want. No exercise. If you feel good, good.
285. If you are stuck in the desert on a motorcycle, there has to be a charger to help.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 6, ~10
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1~ 286. Why no section for,!llen's Health Magazine?

287. A backpack can spill a trail of color if cross country skiing, alone.
288. Or, a backpack sends off signals/beams that you are in trouble.
289. If you get a sevettcut at night you can go to Super Market pharmacy for help.
290. Why not gentle exercises for Seniors, as a group, including weights.
2 91. Saft:ty cars should be the goal of all Manufacturers.
292. There must be a way to keep small ships afloat.
293. Life rafts in cold ocean waters could be made warm?
294. Or, a helicopter drops a larger raft for survivors,.
295. Bank doors lock if robber leaves a note to teller for money. Presses button.
296. Or, security/robots confronts robber.
297. Military duffle bags get lighter with special 1" circumventing whole bag.
298. Or, a wheeled duffle bag also can be lighter, as above.
299. If you gain or lose many pounds the scale pointer turns red. Flashing.
300. Front of jeans has flexible hook, if you gain or lose weight.
301. Back pocket for men with zipper, no button.
302. Why do auto mfrs. show crash response, when there should be no crashes?
303. Special soap for a shower, give off lasting scent.
304. A cheap lucky ring to wear when going to casinos for gambling.
305. Mild vibration of pajamas sleeping for fat men with fat belly.
306. A necklace worn by women to show moods, good or bad. Color.
307. Or, a cream for men atop fat bellies before sleep.
308. For people with tremor, hold point of pencil/pen closer to point.
309. A teeth-cleaning gum.
310. Ladies with fat thighs reduce by rubbing apple cider vinegar before sleep.
311. A steel nail clipper with a cushion on end to prevent cutting skin.
312. Buy cat food in the bag, small portions for each meal.
313. Buy meat/cheese sandwiches to be put into fridge to last a month.
314. Two wheels in back of motorcycle for safety.
315. Or, on a scooter in Sun City.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 8, 2010
14,316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341 .
342.
343.

Double bars to keep motorcycle standing. Less likely to tilt.
A small hole, with a cover, in car window to talk w/outsiders.
Brake and gas pedal should be further apart.
Or, higher up to press down easier.
Seniors carrying a 4-prong cane, should have the purse attached.
A air cushion from top of car down to protect back of driver.
Binoculars in front seat of car to read license of fleeing accident car.
If eat's hair stands up before danger, why not driver sense trouble?
Tough Gorilla duct tape insignia could also show inside the roll.
Car windows/seat belt automatically open if car tumbles over.
"Desocrates" another word for Democrats.
Or, "Democrates."
Desocrates is not offensive considering the low rate in Congress.
A fat remover when you empty canned meat soup.
Could alter the election, changing the word Democrats to Desocrates.
Jar openers for canned food should be easier to work.
Ten Commandments hanging over kitchen sink, or on table pad.
Or, Make fun of it for the kids. "No sloppy eating here!"
For men, be able to restore hair on legs as they get older.
Bra extenders is shaped of man's hand.
If thief robs public place with gun, quickly put wallet under waistband.
Or, if thief demands or grabs purse, a button on key chain destroys contents.
Handbag/purse twisted many ways so thief can'tjust grab it.
Roll3 dice in Las Vegas, pick 2, more exiting.
Collar on dog makes barking louder, if someone is at door.
Ink out, blot, names and numbers in your mail, before tearing it up.
Raised toilet seat for Seniors has bottom lever saying" touch here to go."
A wall calendar given free 50 original ideas, instead of pictures.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 12,2010

I

14,344. Darker, bolder, larger numerals on wall calendar.
345. One floral small rug on top of each other. Can change. Gives you a lift.
346. "Our wedding day" pictures on table mat, seen every day.
347. Divorces wont become effective, even after months of court battle.
348. An acrylic case displaying deceased wife dancing to your favorite music.
349. A button to lock garage door at night, even ifthiefhas electronic opener.
350. The ledge under a 2-3 home window, can become an escape ladder if fire.
3 51. Or, a rope ladder to escape fire in home.
352. Kitchen tiles over the sink, can show Grand Canyon, Eiffel Tower, etc.
353. Extra thick foam cushion in wheelchairs can also spring you up. Button.
354. Or, gel cushion prevents you from sitting too long. And also springs you up.
355. Tennis/racquetball sneakers with springs.
356. Or, even the NBA players have springs also in their shoes?
357. A home wire fence emits a noise, when coyotes straddle the fence.
358. The odor of drugs, in a car prevents driver from starting car.
359. In a medical waiting room, T.V. should show people correct way to sit.
360. Stars, sun, planets on ceiling atop spiral stairs. You're in heaven.
361. An obnoxious smell on home fences, to keep coyotes away,
362. T.V. program should tell you how many minutes left, at bottom. Pay attention.
363. Ads in papers/mags./T.V. are for younger people who spend money, not seniors.
364. Nails on top of Mexican border fence.
365. Design cars differently. For safety, not looks.
366. When tires blow at high speed, driver has to be alert to keep it steady..
367. Wings on small plane/transport can keep plane aloft in case engine fails.
368. Men can loose weight faster than women.
369. Or, a female can shake and shake and the weight will be removed.
470. Ladies can have an inside pocket around waist for credit cards
471. Cover your cleavage with dicky, which can be more attractive.
472. Electric shaver just barely trims close shave for many men.
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